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Dynamic Temperature Effects in Perovskite Solar Cells and Energy 
Yield 
Pilar Lopez-Varo,*a Mohamed Amara,*b Stefania Cacovich,c Arthur Julien,a Armelle Yaïche,d 
Mohamed Jouhari,a Jean Rousset,d Philip Schulz,c Jean-François Guillemoles,c and Jean-Baptiste 
Puel*d,a 

Understanding the influence of the temperature on the performance of perovskite solar cells (PSCs) is essential for device 
optimization and for improving the stability of devices in outdoor conditions. In addition, knowing the transient thermal 
response of PSCs and the cell temperature to an external agent change (light intensity, temperature, wind speed) is essential 
to determine the time scales and the span of temperature required in experimental measurement protocols. In this work 
we study the effect of realistic temperature conditions on the performance of PSCs (cell temperature and efficiency) and 
their transient response to environmental external changes using a theoretical-experimental combined approach. A thermal 
transient resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit model, previously developed and validated for silicon photovoltaic modules, is 
adapted to estimate the cell temperature and to simulate the transient thermal performance of the perovskite solar cell as 
a function of device parameters and environmental variables. This model considers absorption, convection, conduction, 
radiative exchanges and it is based on the experimentally measured thermal and optical dependence of electrical 
parameters of PSCs, strengthening its capacities to predict and optimize the performance of this type of solar cells. We 
measure the current-voltage (I-V) curves as a function of the temperature and light intensities and extract its characteristic 
I-V parameters. By combining the experimental results with our model, we conclude that the increase of the cell 
temperature is strongly linked to the absorption in the perovskite layer, in the front glass and fluorine doped tin oxide FTO 
layer. We also analyze the annual energy yield (EY) of stable PSC modules, assuming no device degradation and working on 
different geographical locations, in PV farms and on rooftops to evaluate the impact of radiative exchange and air convection 
on the EY. We emphasize the importance of employing a comprehensive thermal model for EY estimations as it can change 
the results by more than 10 %. The proper calculation of the cell temperature is essential not only to calculate the EY, but 
also as an input to predict the lifetime of the device. This work opens the possibility to optimize the device from three 
perspectives: optical, electrical and thermal (stability).     

 

Introduction 
Since perovskite solar cells (PSCs) burst into the photovoltaic 
world, they have attracted huge interest in the scientific 
community. This is thanks to their unique structural and 

optoelectronic properties, the low production cost, and the 
steep growth of their power conversion efficiency1-3. The 
unique electro-optical properties of perovskites include a 
tuneable direct band gap, a high absorption coefficient, the 
absence of parasitic sub-band gap absorption (sharp absorption 
edge), high carrier mobility (10-30 cm2/Vs), long diffusion length 
(100 nm - 1 µm), photon recycling, and high defect tolerance4. 
However, despite rapid advances in device performance and 
without considering the fundamental thermodynamic efficiency 
limits of PSCs5, today the main hurdles towards large-scale 
industrialization of PSCs are the scalability of the fabrication 
processes and the stability of the PV device under operational 
condition6, 7. In general, the characterization of solar cells is 
carried out under standard test conditions (STCs), namely, at 
room temperature, i.e. 25 °C, and 1000 W/m2 of irradiation with 
an AM 1.5G spectrum. However, the performance of a solar cell 
deployed in the field differs from the one measured in the 
laboratory. In reality, solar cells operate under varying 
meteorological conditions, which comprise a range of different 
light intensities, spectral distributions, temperatures, chemical 
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species, cloud cover, wind speed and humidity7-10. In fact, the 
influence of several factors such as air11, oxygen12, humidity13, 
light and temperature14 on the evolution of the performance of 
the perovskite solar cells is still under debate15-19. The change of 
all these operational and meteorological factors throughout the 
hours of the day all over the year at each specific location 
influences both stability and annual energy yield, which is the 
key quantity to optimize the design of the solar cells20. 
The annual energy yield (EY), defined as the output energy 
produced by a photovoltaic (PV) system in one year, has been 
estimated by linking simplistic electrical models with optical 
models employing realistic irradiance data, or with 
meteorological data/models21-24. To analyze the performance of 
PSCs under outdoor conditions, several groups have 
investigated the evolution of current-voltage (I-V) 
characteristics of single-cation halide perovskite solar cells 
under different temperatures25-28 and at different light 
intensities28.  A clear challenge observed by authors25, 27, 28 is the 
change in the optoelectronic properties of PSCs due to 
structural phase transitions. Methylammonium lead iodide 
(CH3NH3PbI3, MAPbI3) perovskite presents two phase 
transitions and one of them takes place under realistic work 
conditions (310 K). In contrast to MAPbI3, triple-cation 
perovskites have shown this phase transition at temperatures 
higher than 420 K29. Several studies have shown that the carrier 
transport does not limit the device performance at medium-
high temperatures15, 30. However, the transport properties are 
also affected by ion migration, which has been proven to be 
temperature-dependent.31 The optical properties of 
perovskites, which are of significant interest in photovoltaics for 
the optimization of the device design, have also been analyzed 

as a function of temperature32. Unlike most semiconductors, 
the band gap increases weakly with the temperature25, 28. Green 
et al.33 presented an extensive work on the temperature 
dependence of optical properties.  
In PSCs, the interfaces are a weak link with respect to reversible 
and non-reversible degradation. Temperature-dependent 
performance changes have also been attributed to variations in 
the distortion of the perovskite unit cell, which influence the 
device hysteresis. Investigations on the temperature-
dependent hysteresis show that changes in interface properties 
and selective contact transport layer mobility modify the 
perovskite solar cell performance.34 In addition, PSCs are 
constituted by different organic and inorganic layers. Thus, the 
temperature dependence of a PSC is not only the temperature 
dependence of the perovskite layer but also the temperature 
dependence of each layer and each interface. For example, the 
typical hole transport layer (HTL) 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis[N,N-di(4-
methoxyphenyl)amino]-9,9’ spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) 
exhibits temperature-activated charge transport properties, 
and its stability can be dependent on the additives used to 
improve its conductivity35-37. The use of additives can decrease 
the glass transition temperature (~100 °C) of the intrinsic Spiro-
OMeTAD to operational outdoor temperatures (72 °C)38,39 and 
create voids.  
Recently, Tress et al.40 presented an extensive experimental 
analysis of the performance of a triple cation double-halide 
perovskite solar cell under simulated temperature-illumination 
real-world operating conditions. They concluded that triple 
cation PSCs present only a minor decrease of efficiency with 
elevated temperature and low light intensity, maintaining 
almost optimum values for typical environmental conditions in 

FIGURE.  1. SCHEMATIC OF THE SOFTWARE MODULES.



 

 

the center of Europe. Recently, M. Jošt et al.41 measured p-i-n 
PSCs under realistic outdoor conditions in the laboratory and 
on the rooftop. Pursuing the same objective, Leong et al.28 
studied the effect of the temperature and illumination on the 
performance of PSCs by analyzing the experimental response of 
the solar cell parameters (open-circuit voltage Voc, short-circuit 
current density Jsc, fill-factor FF and power conversion 
efficiency η). These temperature dependent studies are crucial 
to predict the performance of PSCs and their EY. Recently, 
several authors wrote a consensus statement on how to 
properly perform stability measurements on PSCs6. This 
consensus reinforces the urge to know what the operating 
temperature is, what is the maximum temperature and, in that 
way, to set the temperature-dependent measurements. This is 
due to the fact that higher temperatures accelerate any 
degradation mechanism in perovskite devices29, 42, 43. For 
example, irreversible optical and electrical degradation was 
observed at temperatures higher than 70 °C, due to an increase 
of trapping rates and interfacial degradation by ion 
migration44,45.  
For numerical analysis, different authors 41, 40 provide a linear 
expression associating cell temperature to global irradiance and  
air temperature. However, a robust thermal-electrical-optical 
model that is (i) a function of the material properties, (ii) self-
consistent, based on experimental characteristics of the 
performance of the PSCs, and (iii) dependent on meteorological 
data is still missing. In that way, it would be possible to optimize 
the device from three perspectives: optical, electrical, and 
thermal (stability). This coupled model would allow the 
calculation of the operational temperature of these devices 
which is essential to optimize their efficiency and stability.  
From all of that, providing a robust semi-empirical electro-
optical and thermal model is the objective of this work 
(schematic in Fig. 1). The link between experimental data and 
the theoretical model allows us to evaluate and predict the 
annual energy yield EY, here however without considering 
irreversible degradation. To achieve this goal, in the second 
section, a detailed explanation of the thermal-optical-electrical 
model is provided. A comprehensive thermal RC model 
previously proposed for Si-SCs is extended to PSCs10 taking into 
account the essential thermal transfer mechanisms that take 
place in a solar cell.  We then combine this model with an opto-
electrical model to describe the complete performance of a PSC. 
In the third section, we present the parameters from the I-V 
characteristics acquired as a function of temperature and light 
intensity to elaborate a matrix of the irradiance- and 
temperature dependent efficiency at maximum power output 
(MPP) of each cell. Finally, in the fourth section, we evaluate the 
energy yield in different regions, on the rooftop and in a PV farm 
to study the main physical parameters, which affect the annual 
EY. In the scope of our model, we investigate the temperature 
dependence of the device characteristics. Note that elevated 
temperatures also affect perovskite degradation, which we do 
not include in our model. Nowadays, there is no clear and 
unique degradation pathway identified for any given PSC. 
Nevertheless, as mentioned before, generally any degradation 
mechanism is thermally activated, therefore, knowing the 

thermal history is critical to predict degradation. This work 
contributes to a more realistic assessment of the thermal 
cycling of the device as a prerequisite to including 
comprehensive degradation models, EY and levelized cost 
energy LCOE calculations. We refer the interested readers to 
further literature on perovskite stability46 (see more 
information in section SI S4 about thermal degradation). 

2. Thermal-Optical-Electrical Model  
Our physical and numerical simulations of the performance of 
PSCs are based on four software modules (see Fig. 1):  
(i) The Thermal Module is based on the RC circuit thermal 
model proposed in this work. In this module, the cell 
temperature is calculated by means of conduction, absorption, 
radiation, and convection. The inputs are the meteorological 
data (ambient temperature, wind speed, direct and diffuse 
irradiance), the electrical power (which is the output of the 
Electrical Module (iv)), the optical absorption in each layer 
(which is the output of the Optical Module (iii)), and the thermal 
properties and material constants of the device. In this section, 
we will mainly focus on the description of this module, a 
detailed derivation is provided in the supplementary 
information (SI).  
(ii) The input for the Meteorological Module is the 
meteorological data from a Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) 
data base (direct irradiance, diffuse irradiance, wind speed at 
10 m above the ground level and ambient temperature) from 
the Photovoltaic Geographical System of the European 
Commission47. The magnitude of the direct irradiance is 
corrected for fixed tilted PV modules, while the wind speed is 
corrected according to the height of the solar PV module with 
respect to ground level. In this module, we calculate the 
optimum tilt angle depending on the geographical location of 
the PV module.  
(iii) In the Optical Module we use SunSolveTM from 
PVLighthouse Software for optical simulations to calculate the 

FIGURE.  2. STRUCTURE OF THE PEROVSKITE SOLAR CELL 
(GLASS/FTO/TIO2/PEROVSKITE/SPIRO-OMETAD/AU/GLASS) AND RC 
THERMAL CIRCUIT.



 

 

total percentage of absorbed, reflected (considering also re-
emission) and transmitted irradiance in each layer (see the 
calculated values in Table 1).48 The inputs are the device 
geometry and the refractive indices measured in our 
laboratory.49  
(iv) The part of the solar radiation, which is absorbed by 
the solar cell and not converted into electricity, increases the 
cell temperature.  The Electrical Module determines the 
extracted output electrical power of the solar cell working 
under fixed irradiance (output of the Meteorological Module) 
and fixed cell temperature (output of the Thermal Module). In 
this module, we consider an empirical matrix of efficiencies for 
a solar cell working at MPP measured under different irradiance 
and temperature conditions (Section S2.5 in SI). 
2.1  Thermal module: RC Circuit Thermal Model 

Different models to evaluate the temperature of silicon solar 
modules have been proposed in literature10, 44, 50-56. These 
models either focus on the coupling of semiconductor 
properties,53-55, 57 accurate calculation of transients for short 
thermal response times, 10, 58 or simple-steady state conditions 
considering environmental effects52. 
In this work, we employ a resistor-capacitor RC circuit thermal 
model which was previously developed and validated for silicon 
PV modules10. The model takes the following essential thermal 
mechanisms into consideration: absorption (a), conduction (cd), 
convection (cv) and radiation (r). The model has been 
developed as an analogy to electric circuit models where 
temperatures, heat flows, flow sources and imposed 
temperatures are respectively translated from potentials, 
currents, current generators and voltage generators. This 
analogy allows to easily modify this model to be applied on 
different PV architectures and encapsulant configurations 
which may impact in the device temperature59, 60. We simulated 
an encapsulated PSC with the following layer stack (see Fig. 2): 
a front glass (FG) layer, a fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) 
electrode, a titanium oxide (TiO2) electron transport layer, a 
perovskite absorber layer (PVK), a Spiro-OMeTAD HTL and a 
back glass (BG) slide. Furthermore, a gold contact layer is placed 
between the HTL and the BG, which is a good heat conductor 
and thus simulated as a wire for thermal flows. For the 
evaluation of the temperature of the perovskite layer TPVK, the 
front glass TFG, and the back glass TBG, thermal energy balance 

considering the absorption in each layer as well as radiative, 
convective and conductive exchanges between the nodes and 
with the environment are considered. The temperature in the 
perovskite layer is given by the balance between the energy 
absorbed in the perovskite layer within a unit of time and the 
thermal power exchanged by conduction between the 
perovskite and the adjacent layers towards the front and back 
glass:  

𝑪!𝑷𝑽𝑲
𝒅𝑻𝑷𝑽𝑲
𝒅𝒕 = 𝑮𝒄𝒅,𝑷𝑽𝑲,𝑭𝑮(𝑻𝑭𝑮 − 𝑻𝑷𝑽𝑲) + 

 

+𝑮𝒄𝒅,𝑷𝑽𝑲,𝑩𝑮(𝑻𝑩𝑮 − 𝑻𝑷𝑽𝑲) + (𝝓𝟐 +𝝓𝑯𝑻𝑳)𝑺𝑷𝑽𝑲 

 

𝑪′𝑷𝑽𝑲 = 𝝆𝑷𝑽𝑲𝑺𝑷𝑽𝑲𝒅𝑷𝑽𝑲𝑪𝑷𝑽𝑲 

(1) 

where Gcd,i,j is the equivalent thermal conductance (cd) from the 
series resistances from layer i to layer j.  𝜙/, SPVK, ρPVK, dPVK and 
CPVK denote the thermal energy flux absorbed per unit area by 
the perovskite, the surface, the density, the thickness and the 
thermal capacitance of the perovskite layer, respectively. The 
effective thermal capacitance in the perovskite is negligible due 
to its lesser thickness (400 nm) compared to glass (3 mm). The 
temperature in the FG and BG layers is given by solving the 
balance equations: 

𝑪!𝑭𝑮
𝒅𝑻𝑭𝑮
𝒅𝒕 =	𝑮𝒄𝒗,𝑭𝑮,𝒂(𝑻𝒂 − 𝑻𝑭𝑮) + 𝑮𝒓,𝑭𝑮,𝒔𝒌𝒚1𝑻𝒔𝒌𝒚 − 𝑻𝑭𝑮2 + 

 

+𝑮𝒓,𝑭𝑮,𝒈𝒓𝒐1𝑻𝒈𝒓𝒐 − 𝑻𝑭𝑮2 + 𝑮𝒄𝒅,𝑭𝑮,𝑷𝑽𝑲(𝑻𝑷𝑽𝑲 − 𝑻𝑭𝑮)	 

 

+𝝓𝟏,𝟑𝑺𝑭𝑮, 

 

𝑪𝑭𝑮! = 𝝆𝑭𝑮𝑺𝑭𝑮𝒆𝑭𝑮𝑪𝑭𝑮 

(2) 

where Gcv is the convective exchange coefficient, TA is the 
external ambient temperature, 𝜙:,; is the thermal energy flux 

TABLE 1. LAYER THICKNESSES AND THERMAL PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS OF THE THERMAL MODULE. TRANSMITTED AND ABSORPTION 
CALCULATED IN THE OPTICAL MODULE. 

Material Thickness, d 
Thermal 

Conductivity 
Λ (W/m/K) 

Material 
Density 

ρ (kg/m3) 

Specific heat 
Capacitance C 

(J/kg/K) [61] 

Capacitive 
Contribution C’ 

(J/K/m2) 

 
Transmission 

(%) 

 
Absorption, A 

(%) 

Glass FS 1-3.2 mm 1-1.8 [61] 2400-2800 [62] 750-840 1800-7056 

83 [19],[63] 

9.1 

FTO 750 nm 9-98, 31.38 [61] 5560 [61] 343 14.30 9.3 

TiO2 190 nm 8.79 - 13.39 [61] 4250 [61] 686 0.55 - 0.3 

Perovskite 400 nm 0.30-0.52 [64] 4000 [62],[65] 322.55 0.43 - 45.5 



 

 

Spiro-OMeTAD 360 nm 0.1-0.4 [66] 1030 [67] - - - 3.4 

Gold 100 nm 317.98 [61] 19290 [62] 128 0.25 0 1.2 

Glass BS 1-3.2 mm 1-1.8 [61] 2400-2800 [62] 750-840 1800-7056 0 0 

absorbed, SFG,BG is the surface area, ρFG,BG is the density, dFG,BG is 
the thickness and 𝐶<=  and 𝐶>=  are the thermal capacitance of 
the FG and BG, respectively. In this equation, the energy 
accumulated in the FG (BG) by unity of time is equal to the 
thermal power exchanged by convection between the glass and 
the surrounding air, by radiation between the glass and the sky 
and by radiation between the glass and the ground, the thermal 
power exchanged by conduction between the glass and the 
perovskite and the thermal power absorbed by the glass 
( 𝜙:,;	𝑆?@,A@ ). All the parameters used in the model are 
summarized in Table 1. In PSCs, the glass is the thickest layer, 
thus, the transient thermal response of PSC will be limited by 
the thermal response of the glass. Most importantly, the 
increase of the cell temperature is linked to the irradiation 
absorbed by each layer.  In the optical module, we estimate that 
the percentage of the optical absorption with respect to the 
total incoming flux is about 45.5-50 % for the perovskite layer 
(depending on the perovskite composition and the interfacial 
and glass layers), 9.1 % for the front glass, and 9.3% for the FTO 
layer. In the case of the perovskite layer, the effective fraction 
of the absorbed input flux, which contributes to increasing the 
cell temperature, depends on the operational point, since part 
of the absorbed energy will be converted into electrical current 
and extracted. Therefore, if the PSC efficiency is 20 %, between 
25.5-30 % of the incoming flux that is absorbed, but not 

converted into electricity, increasing the cell temperature. The 
thermal energy flux absorbed by the perovskite, 𝜙/ in eq. (1), is 
the difference between the absorbed irradiance power and the 
extracted electrical power. When no electrical power is 
extracted (at Voc or Jsc), all the absorbed energy contributes to 
heating of the cell, which leads to the solar cell operating at a 
higher temperature than at the MPP. 
 
3. Experimental Data 
 
As previously mentioned, in this work, we consider the 
empirical matrix to model the thermal and optical dependence 
of the electrical performance of the PSCs (Electrical Module, 
Section 2). In order to build the empirical matrix, we measure 
the performance parameters, i.e. Voc, Jsc, FF, and η, of a triple 
cation perovskite solar cell as a function of temperature and 
light intensity in air and under vacuum63. The complete 
encapsulated device structure is glass/FTO/c-TiO2/m-
TiO2/perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au/glass corresponding to the 
model device in the simulations. 
The characterized PSCs present efficiencies ranging from 15 % 
to 18 % under STC and low hysteresis in I-V curves at room 
temperature. Further details on the vacuum setup for sample 
characterization can be found in a previously published 
report.68 Without the glass encapsulation we expect additional 
irreversible degradation due to migration of elemental species 
in the layer stack or electro-chemical reactions69 and we indeed 
observed a significant irreversible deterioration of the short-
circuit current in unencapsulated test devices (see Fig. S8 in S2.3 
in the SI). We employ the following procedure for testing: (1) 
Light soaking: We let the devices undergo light soaking under 1 
sun at room temperature while being held at Voc for 20-30 min 
to passivate trap states and mitigate initial transient behaviour 
of the cell characteristics. (2) Electrical measurements in dark:  
Once the cell has reached a constant Voc under light, we 
measure a dark I-V curve (at a low scan rate of 20 mV/s) in 
reverse and forward bias. (3) Electrical measurement under 
illumination: We switch on the light and keep the cell at open 
circuit conditions and room temperature (20 °C controlled by a 
chiller). For each measurement, we wait until the sample 
reaches thermal equilibrium, normally 1 or 3 min depending on 
the glass thickness (see SI S2.1). After that, an I-V curve is 
acquired under reverse and forward bias, and for different light 
intensities. (4) Temperature ramp in the dark: the temperature 
of the device is increased in steps of 5°C every 5 or 10 min for 
the samples with a glass thickness of 1 mm or 3 mm, 
respectively. After increasing the cell temperature to 55 °C, we 
cool the cell (using steps as in the heating sequence) and 
measure I-V curves. The matching of the I-V curve parameters 

FIGURE.  3. (A)-(D) VOC, JSC, FF AND Η AS A FUNCTION OF THE TEMPERATURE 
AND AS A FUNCTION OF THE LIGHT INTENSITY FOR THE FORWARD SCAN. 



 

 

obtained in both heating and cooling sequences confirms that 
the encapsulated cells did not degrade during the 
measurements.  Further details on the experimental procedures 
and precautions taken can be found in the SI in section S2. To 
fully cover the practical working condition, the device 
characteristic analysis in the temperature range of -20°C to 85°C 
is suitable to be considered. 
In the following discussion, we explore the device functionality 
as a function of temperature and the corresponding impact of 
ion migration.  In Fig. 3, we show Voc, Jsc, FF and η as a function 
of temperature (25-45 °C) and light intensity (1, 0.8 and 0.5 
suns) for the sample S1 (Glass/FTO/c-TiO2/m-
TiO2/Perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au/Glass). We observe that 
with increasing temperature the VOC decreases linearly, while 
the FF increases and JSC remains constant. The temperature-
dependent evolution of a given I-V parameter X (Jsc, Voc, FF or η) 
can be expressed by the temperature coefficient bX defined for 
each parameter X  as follows53:  

 

𝛽B(𝑇C) =
100

𝑋(25	°𝐶)
𝑋(𝑇C) − 𝑋(25	°𝐶)

𝑇C − 25
	?
%
°𝐶A 

 
(3) 

 
Generally, the coefficient bX  changes with temperature28 and 
further depends on device architecture and measurement 
protocol25, 41. In Table 2, we summarize the temperature 
coefficient for the Voc and for the efficiency, obtained in the 
literature and this work. The Voc of the PSCs decreases with 
temperature17 as observed in other types of solar cells70. The 
physical interpretation of Voc can be expressed as a result of the 
balance between carrier generation and recombination 
mechanisms. The generation profile is not significantly affected 
by the temperature. Therefore, the decrease of Voc with 
increasing temperature is due to entropic effects (charge 
carriers access to the density of states in the conduction and 
valence band5), an increase of  bulk/surface recombination 
current at higher temperatures (see SI S2.6), and a variation of 
the built-in voltage due to ion migration17.  
In particular, a smaller Voc at higher temperature can be 
correlated to the activation energy of ionic conductivity. For the 
solar cells based on triple-cation mixed halide perovskite 
absorbers used here, we observed an increase of the hysteresis 
in the experimental I-V curves at higher temperatures.  
In addition, we compared the Voc decays at different 
temperatures (Fig. S10 in SI2.4) and observed a slower decay at 
lower temperatures than the ones at higher temperature, 
which is consistent with previously reported data.71 From these 
two experimental observations, we can conclude an increase of 
ion migration at higher temperature in our samples. 
TABLE 2. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS FOR VOC AND EFFICIENCY FROM 
ROOM TO HIGHER TEMPERATURES. 

𝛽B Architecture Value 

𝛽DEC 
 

Glass/FTO/TiO2/perovskite/Spiro-
OMeTAD/Au/glass (this work) -0.31 - -0.11 %/°C 

Glass/ITO/TiO2/ MAPbI3/ Spiro-
OMeTAD/Au [17] -0.12 - -0.09 %/°C 

Dupré et al. [25] (different 
structures) -0.29 - -0.19 %/°C 

[18] (tested under Temperature 
cycling) -0.11 %/°C 

𝛽F 

Detailed Limit Balance [41] -0.13 %/°C 
glass/ITO/MeO-

2PACz/perovskite/C60/SnO2/Cu. [41] 
(η = 18.3 %, tested by I-V curves 
and under temperature cycling) 

-0.17%/°C and  
-0.22%/°C 

(25 °C > T > 80 °C) 

Semi-transparent p–i–n stack.[72] -0.18%/°C 
Glass/FTO/TiO2/ perovskite / Spiro-

OMeTAD/Au/glass (this work) 
-0.46- -0.3 %/°C 

(T > 20 °C) 

Dupré et al. [25] -0.8 - -0.6 %/°C 
(T > 20 °C) 

In the case of encapsulated devices, Jsc remains almost constant 
in the investigated temperature range. The deterioration of Jsc  
can be due to decreasing photocurrent, increasing shunt 
resistance, and increasing interfacial charge recombination. 
Whereas better charge extraction and hence carrier collection 
rates would improve Jsc. The final balance of all these 
mechanisms will then determine the trend of the short-circuit 
current density.  
Concerning the power conversion efficiency η, the minimal 
value for the temperature coefficient of the efficiency derived 
in the  thermodynamic limit of detailed balance is -0.13%/K.41 
We note, that in several cases a nonlinear thermal coefficient  
has been reported40, which was attributed to the use of the 
hole-transporting material Spiro-OMeTAD and its 
corresponding low glass transition temperature.39 In contrast to 
other types of solar cells and as a general observation on PSCs, 
the FF increases with temperature due to the fast decrease of 
the Voc while the Jsc remains constant.  
In Fig. S11 in the SI, we present the interpolated empirical 
matrix of power conversion efficiency as a function of the cell 
temperature and the total irradiance obtained for two PSC 
structures: (PSCA) Glass/ FTO/ TiO2 /triple-cation perovskite/ 
Spiro-OMeTAD /Au /Glass (from this work) and (PSCB) 
Glass/ITO/MeO-2PACz/triple-cation perovskite/C60/SnO2/Cu 
(data taken from ref. 41). The main difference is the non-linearity 
of the power conversion efficiency obtained for the structure 
PSCA, probably due to the use of Spiro-OMeTAD. This data 
matrix will enable us to estimate the power output of the solar 
cell under different operating temperatures and irradiation 
intensities. 

4. Simulations 
In this section, we apply our model to evaluate the cell 
temperature of a stable glass-PSC-glass sample configuration 
under different realistic meteorological conditions assuming no 
degradation of the perovskite. In section 4.1, we also estimate 
the different thermal exchanges that take place in a PSC during 
one complete day. In section 4.2, we present the applicability of 
our model to calculate the Nominal Operating Cell Temperature 
(NOCT), which is the temperature reached by the cells of the PV 
module under normal operating conditions. Finally, in section 



 

 

4.3, we study the effect of the thermal model on the estimated 
EY in different geographical locations. 
4.1  Calculation of the cell temperature.  
First, we compared our model with the empirical approaches 
provided by Tress et al.40 and Jošt et al. 41 (see Section S1.1 in 
the SI). From this comparison, except in limited specific 
conditions, we see the evolution of the cell temperature not to 
be the same as the one obtained from our model which 
considers a more realistic nonlinear relation among the cell 
temperature, ambient temperature, and direct irradiance.  In 
addition, in section S2.1 in the SI, our model reproduces 
experimental transient data confirming its validity and also 
showing the potential of using this model to interpret the 
performance of PSCs under realistic conditions. 

Importantly, our model allows us to calculate the contribution 
of the absorption, conduction, radiation and convection at any 
given time of the day and to study which layers of the device 
will induce a greater temperature increase in the solar cell. In 
Fig. 4 we present the estimated evolution of the cell 
temperature of two different PSCs in a fixed module and 2-axis 
tracking module under the meteorological data recorded on an 
arbitrary day in August of a typical year in Bordeaux. In Fig. 4(a)-
(c) the simulated structure is (PSCA) 
Glass/FTO/TiO2/Perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au/Glass, and for 
Fig. 4(b)-(d), the structure is (PSCB) Glass/ITO/MeO-
2PACz/Perovskite/C60/SnO2/Cu. The electrical performances of 
PSCA and PSCB are modelled by the empirical efficiency matrix 
represented in Fig. S11c and S11b in the SI, respectively. The 

thermal parameters used in these simulations for PSCA and PSCB 
are enclosed in Table 1 in section S3.4 in the SI. In this table, we 
included the percentage of the absorbed irradiance by each 
layer which will impact on the increasing of the device 
temperature. The irradiance on the PSCA and PSCB structures is 
mainly absorbed by the glass/FTO (18 %) and perovskite (45.5 
%) and by the glass/ITO (10 %) and perovskite (46.5 %) layers, 
respectively. As both absorptions on the perovskite are quite 
similar, if we assume the same efficiency, the device A will 
achieve higher temperature than device B under the same 
conditions due to a higher thermal absorption loss. Moreover, 
in this case, PSCB exhibits a higher efficiency, thus, its 
operational cell temperature is lower than the one for PSCA. In 
addition, PSCA is more temperature-sensitive due to the higher 

dependence of the efficiency with temperature and irradiance 
intensity. The input meteorological data are represented in Fig. 
4: (a) ambient temperature, (e) direct and diffuse irradiance 
corrected for one module tilted at 37° (optimum angle for 
Bordeaux) and for a 2-axis tracking module, and (f) wind speed 
corrected for an altitude of 2 m above ground level. From Fig. 
4(a) and (b), we observe that the temperature in the 2-axis 
tracking module is higher than the one obtained in a fixed 
module, which is related to the higher direct irradiation (Fig. 
4(e)). This gap in temperature values can reach up to of 10 °C in 
the case of PSCA.   
In Fig. 5, we show the evolution of the conduction (cd),  
convection (cv), absorption (incident input flux) and radiation 
(rad) contributions as a function of the time for the simulation 

FIGURE.  4. (A) AND (B) SIMULATED EVOLUTION OF THE CELL TEMPERATURE OVER THE COURSE OF ONE DAY OF TWO STABLES PSCS BOTH LOCATED IN A 
MODULE WITH 2-AXIS AND A FIXED MODULE AT 37° (OPTIMUM ANGLE FOR BORDEAUX) ON AN ARBITRARY DAY IN AUGUST OF A TYPICAL YEAR IN 
BORDEAUX (TMY). THE STRUCTURES ARE (A) GLASS/FTO/TIO2/DOUBLE-CATION PEROVSKITE/SPIRO-OMETAD/AU/GLASS AND (B)GLASS/ITO/MEO-
2PACZ/TRIPLE-CATION PEROVSKITE/C60/SNO2/CU. THEIR CORRESPONDING EFFICIENCIES ARE PLOTTED IN FIGURE (C) AND (D). THE RECORDED 
ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS IN BORDEAUX ARE: (A) AMBIENT TEMPERATURE TA, (E) DIFFUSE IRRADIANCE AND DIRECT IRRADIANCE CORRECTED FOR 



 

 

of PSCA. The input fluxes absorbed in the perovskite layer and in 
the Glass/FTO are the main mechanisms that increase the 
temperature of the cell, as it is to expect from the absorbed 
percentages in Table 1 in section S3.4 in the SI. Interestingly, 
different glass materials present different absorption profiles, 
that impacts strongly on the thermal losses, without affecting 
the absorption of the perovskite layer (see Figure S17 in the SI).  
We note, that while our simulations do not consider cell 
degradation directly, our model nonetheless identifies heat 
sinks in the device stack, which eventually accelerate ageing of 
the affected components.  The convection also warms up the 
cell at night (20h–6h) while the convection in the day (7h-20h) 
contributes to the cooling of the system, due to a positive 
(night) or negative (day) difference between the ambient 
temperature and the FG (or BG) layers. The radiative exchanges 
will decrease the temperature of the cell all day and night. At 
lower irradiations (such as at dawn, dusk or cloudy-cold winter 
days) and at night, the radiative exchanges will promote the cell 
temperature to be lower than the ambient temperature. In Fig. 
S14 in the SI, we comprehensively compare the thermal 
contributions at (a) 8 am and (b) 12 pm on an arbitrary day of 
August in Bordeaux. In the morning, the radiative exchange due 
to the low sky temperature is the most significant contribution 
to the cooling of the system. The convection contribution is 
higher at noon due to the increase of the wind speed and the 
larger temperature difference between the ambient and the 
solar cell. 

In Fig. 6, we compare one typical thermal contribution at noon 
in August and in January. First, there is a clear difference for all 
the different contributions. In winter, due to the low ambient 
temperature, the cell is working at higher efficiency than in 
summer. In addition, as the thermal flux absorbed by the 
perovskite layer is low, the cell temperature can be even lower 
than the ambient temperature. In that case, the input flux 
absorbed in the perovskite layer is similar to the input flux 
absorbed in the front glass/FTO layer. The convection can even 
contribute to heating the cell up to the ambient temperature. 
 
4.2 Nominal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT). 
The NOCT is the temperature reached by the cell under the 
following operating conditions: (i) 800 W/m2 irradiation, (ii) 
ambient temperature of 20 °C and (iii) wind velocity of 1 m/s7. 
It is used to compare PV modules and to estimate the cell 
temperature through empirical functions of irradiance intensity 
and wind velocity. The better performing modules present 
lower NOCT. The lower the cell temperature of the module, the 
more power will be delivered.  In section S3.2 in the SI, we apply 
our model to estimate the NOCT of a module situated in a PV 
farm and a module on a rooftop in Bordeaux. From these 
simulations, we observe a 6 °C increase of NOCT when the 
module is installed on a rooftop (42 °C) instead of a PV farm 
installation (36°C).  
 

FIGURE.  6 EVOLUTION OF THE CONDUCTION (CD), CONVECTION (CONV), ABSORPTION (INPUT FLUX) AND RADIATION (RAD) CONTRIBUTIONS AS A 
FUNCTION OF THE TIME FOR THE SIMULATION OF THE PREVIOUS FIGURE 6(A) FOR THE CASE OF A FIXED MODULE. 

FIGURE.  5 CONDUCTION (CD), CONVECTION (CONV) AND RADIATION (RAD) CONTRIBUTION AT NOON IN AN ARBITRARY IN 
AUGUST AND IN JANUARY IN A TYPICAL YEAR IN BORDEAUX FOR A FIXED MODULE IN A PV FARM.: (A) IB = 867 W/M2, IDIFF = 136 
W/M2 TAMB = 22.9 °C, VW10 = 1.7 M/S, TCELL = 44 °C. (B) IB = 31 W/M2, IDIFF = 75 W/M2 TAMB = 5.1 °C, VW10 = 1.12 M/S, TCELL = 3 °C.



 

 

4.3 Calculation of annual energy production 
The annual energy yield (EY) is conventionally referred to as the 
output energy produced by a PV system for one year 
(Wh/m2/year).  We consider that the cells are working at MPP 
all time. In PV modules, the MPPT (maximum power point 
tracking) is used to adapt the load to get maximum efficiency. 
One of the consequences is that the cell temperature at MPP is 
lower than at other current-voltage operating points68. The 
reason is that the output power is higher at MPP, therefore, less 
of the remaining input power will contribute to an increase of 
the cell temperature.  
In addition, these predictions represent the maximum EY 
obtained from a PV module considering its intrinsic dependence 
with the temperature and light intensity. In this approach, we 
do not consider irreversible degradation due to temperature 
stress observed in the literature40, 41, 43. In the last years, 
important progress has been made in the improvement of 
perovskite device stability29, 46, 73. More information about the 
thermal degradation of PSCs and the impacts on its EY and 
lifetime is included in section S4 in the SI. 
We have calculated the EY, the average operational 
temperature and the maximum temperature achieved for two 
different module configurations (fixed and 2-axis tracking) and 
for two different applications, on a rooftop or in a PV farm, 
located in Bordeaux (France). In addition, we considered five 
different scenarios: (1) a cell with an efficiency of 20 % at 20 °C 
and temperature coefficient of -0.13 %/K; (2) a cell with an 
efficiency of 15 % at 20 °C and temperature coefficient of -0.13 
%/K; (3) our cell layout PSCA working with the empirical 
efficiency matrix (see. Fig. S11(b) in the SI) and taking into 
account absorption, convection, conduction and radiation in 
the thermal module (denoted as Full Model); (4) similar to case 
(3) but excluding convection; and (5) similar to case (3) but 

excluding radiation. The cell with the higher efficiency works at 
a lower temperature and hence exhibits a higher EY. From Fig. 
7, we also conclude that for the PSCs considered here, the EY 
delivered by a fixed module deployed in a PV farm is similar to 
the one on a rooftop. However, for the rooftop installation, the 
cells will work at a higher temperature, due to reduced thermal 
exchanges (almost adiabatic conditions) at the bottom side, as 
convection with a thin layer of air or conduction with the roof 
material can be neglected. This leads to fewer heat sinks, 
eventually resulting in faster degradation of the module 
performance. The cell temperature can reach up to 100°C on a 
rooftop if the cell is not cooled down. 
Finally, in Figure 8, we have calculated the EY for the PSCA 
located in a PV farm in Paris (France), Bordeaux and Granada 
(Spain) under the following different scenarios: (1) considering 
all the mechanisms (absorption, conduction, convection, and 
radiation) with a constant efficiency of 15 %, (2) considering all 
the mechanisms with the empirical matrix of efficiencies, (3) 
excluding convection and (4) excluding radiation. In the case of 
Bordeaux, in Figure S13, we present the estimated evolution of 
the cell temperature for the case (2). In Fig. 8. Paris, Bordeaux 
and Granada represent the weather in the northern-to-middle 
and southern part of western Europe, with Paris and Bordeaux 
being windier than Granada. Granada, as the location with the 
highest irradiance in these examples, leads to the largest EY. 
Strikingly, the plots show the importance of considering a 
realistic thermal-dependent efficiency instead of a constant 
efficiency. The relative difference in EY between the simulations 
with and without a realistic thermal model amounts to 11 %, 12 
% and 13 % for Paris, Bordeaux and Granada, respectively, 
which are similar to the range of values (between 10 % and 13 
%) obtained for other places in Europe (see section S3.3 in SI). 
We note that the thickness of the glass layers slows down the 

FIGURE.  7. ANNUAL ENERGY YIELD PRODUCTION CALCULATED IN BORDEAUX (FRANCE) FOR FOUR DIFFERENT STABLE SOLAR CELLS UNDER THREE 
DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS. DIFFERENT SOLAR CELLS:  (1) THE CELL HAS AN EFFICIENCY OF 20 % AT 20 °C (TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: -0.13 %/K); (2) 
THE CELL HAS AN EFFICIENCY OF 15 % AT 20 °C (TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: -0.13 %/K); (3) STRUCTURE (A) GLASS/FTO/TIO2/PEROVSKITE/SPIRO-
OMETAD/AU/GLASS -WE CONSIDER THE COMPLETE MODEL, ALL THE DIFFERENT THERMAL MECHANISMS-;  (4) THE CASE (3) WITHOUT CONSIDERING THE 
CONVECTION CONTRIBUTION; AND (5) THE CASE (3) WITHOUT CONSIDERING THE RADIATIVE EXCHANGES. CELLS ARE SIMULATED UNDER TWO DIFFERENT 
MODULE CONFIGURATIONS (FIXED AND 2-AXIS TRACKING) AND FOR TWO DIFFERENT PLACES IN THE ROOFTOP OR IN A PV FARM, LOCATED IN BORDEAUX 



 

 

response of the solar cell to changes in the weather, implying 
modification in the final EY. In the simulation, this effect is 
observed when the time step of the recorded meteorological 
data is significant to the thermal response time (every 5 min). In 
particular convection and radiation are important for the 
calculation of the EY. Therefore, neglecting these two 
contributions could lower the EY by over 4% in our example. The 
cell temperature would be higher if any of the convection or the 
radiation exchanges are suppressed. This effect becomes more 
pronounced in places of highest irradiation, such as Granada, in 
which the cooling of the system due to radiation and convection 
is essential. In these places, it is crucial to decrease absorption 
losses in the glass and FTO layers to reduce the operational cell 
temperature which will reduce device degradation and improve 
device stability.  

Conclusions 
In this work, we show the importance of considering the 
thermal contributions in the calculation of the energy yield of 
perovskite solar cells, by applying an optical-electrical-thermal 
model to simulate the devices under realistic meteorological 
conditions even without taking further device degradation into 
account.  The model is composed of a thermal transient RC 
circuit module, used to predict the cell temperature, and by the 
electrical performance of the PSCs as a function of device 
parameters and environmental variables. The thermal model is 
linked with the thermal-optical dependence of the electrical 
performance through experimental measurements of current-
voltage parameters as function of temperature and light 
intensity. To do that, we propose a protocol based on the 
transient thermal response mainly driven by the thicknesses of 
the glass.  
From the model, we find the cell temperature to be strongly 
linked to the absorbed power which is not converted to 
electricity in the perovskite layer (maximum of 45.5-50 % of the 
total input irradiation), in the front glass (9.1 %) and in the FTO 
(9.3 %) layer. In places of high irradiance, the absorption in 
glass, FTO and the perovskite layer will be a source of heat 
increasing the cell temperature.  Therefore, the model allows to 
detect what are the most sensible layers which will contribute 
to increasing the cell temperature. 
We have shown the applicability of our model to predict the 
NOCT for a given location depending on the type of installation 
(fixed module in a PV farm or on a rooftop). Under the simulated 
conditions in this work, the type of installation can modify the 
NOCT up to 6 °C. The refined modelling of the thermal 
properties of the cell has distinct implications on the annual 
energy yield. We find the EY of PSC modules, in PV farms and on 
rooftops, in different geographical locations to be dependent 
on radiative exchanges and air convection mechanism. The 
difference in EY between using a standard model and 
considering our realistic thermal model amounts to minus 10 %-
13 % for different places in Europe. In addition, modules in 
rooftop installations exhibit fewer heatsinks than their 
counterparts in PV farms and hence would suffer from faster 
degradation rates.  

Our results underline that management of the thermal load is 
critical for maximizing the performance of perovskite solar cells 
and increasing the module lifetime. Finally, it should be noted 
that this thermal model can also be applied to evaluate the 
lifetime of perovskite PV modules43, EY or to evaluate the 
impact of the temperature on the levelized cost of energy 
LCOE56. 
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